WITH THE "PASSING OF THE GAVEL" AT IALL '91 AT UCLA, A NEW BOARD TOOK OVER THE REIGNS OF IALL. AS PRESIDENT, I HOPE THAT I CAN CONTINUE THE TRADITION OF STRONG LEADERSHIP AND GUIDANCE THAT MY PREDECESSORS SUE OTTO AND RUTH TROMETER SET. UNDER THEIR LEADERSHIP, IALL HAS BECOME AN ORGANIZATION TRULY REPRESENTATIVE OF OUR FIELD, WITH CLEARLY OUTLINED GOALS, PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS, AND A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES. I HOPE TO BE ABLE TO HARNESS THE MOMENTUM THEY CREATED AND CONTINUE TO EXPAND THE SERVICES, NETWORKS, AND RESOURCES THAT WE HAVE COME TO RELY ON IALL TO PROVIDE.

CREATING AN ORGANIZATION THAT "IS TRULY REPRESENTATIVE OF OUR FIELD" IS NO EASY TASK. LAB DIRECTORS ARE A UNIQUE GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS WHOSE STRENGTHS AND EXPERTISE LIE IN A VARIETY OF AREAS INCLUDING FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, LIBRARY SCIENCE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, ENGINEERING AND ELECTRONICS. IN ADDITION TO ANY COMBINATION OF THE PRECEDING, WE ALL HAVE MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING, AND PERSONNEL ISSUES TO DEAL WITH ON A DAILY BASIS. IN SHORT, IT IS NOT A SINGLE, CLEARLY-DEFINED FIELD. AS A RESULT, THERE ARE Seldom MORE THAN ONE OF "OUR KIND" ON ANY CAMPUS.

BREAKING THIS CYCLE OF ISOLATION IS ONE OF THE MAIN GOALS OF IALL. THROUGH ELECTRONIC MAIL, THE JOURNAL, NEWSLETTERS, REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS AND LLTI (AMONG OTHER AVENUES), IALL MEMBERS HAVE READY ACCESS TO PEOPLE IN THEIR STATE AND AROUND THE WORLD WHO FACE THE SAME DAY-TO-DAY ISSUES AS THEY DO. AND SINCE NONE OF US CAN BE "EXPERTS" IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE DIVERSE AREAS WE COVER, THESE NETWORKS ALSO PROVIDE ACCESS TO PEOPLE WHOSE EXPERTISE COMPLEMENTS OR SUPPLEMENTS OUR OWN. IN SHORT, THESE IALL NETWORKS BRING OUR COLLECTIVE EXPERTISE TO EACH OF OUR CAMPUSES ENABLING US TO GROW PROFESSIONALLY AND BETTER SERVE OUR STUDENTS AND FACULTY.

WHAT'S NEW? THE IALL RESOURCES MENTIONED ABOVE ARE EXPANDING AND COALESCEING EVEN AS NEW ONES EVOLVE. IRENE STARR HAS BEEN APPOINTED CHAIR OF A NEWLY-FORMED COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE. SOME OF THE PROJECTS THAT THIS COMMITTEE WILL BE LOOKING AT INCLUDE DRAFTING A COPYRIGHT POSITION STATEMENT FOR IALL, PROVIDING A REGULAR COPYRIGHT COLUMN FOR THE JOURNAL, AND DEVELOPING A COPYRIGHT "CHAPTER" FOR THE LAB PLANNING KIT.

THE PRELIMINARY LAB PLANNING KIT IS NOW...
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available for purchase to those who have imminent need of it (see publication order sheet on page 66). Carmen Greenlee is coordinating the final product and packaging of the Kit which will consist of "updatable" modules covering various aspects of lab planning and design. The Kit will be packaged to allow for insertion of updates as well as to encourage users to collect their own materials.

Jackie Tanner (with Phil Richardson's assistance) has agreed to research and write an IALL history. Once completed, the history will be updated annually. IALL is lucky to have Jackie and Phil's time and effort, for both are IALL "old timers" who have a lot to share with those of us newer to the organization.

Ruth Trometer is heading up an IALL Awards Committee. Her assignment over the next year is to propose and establish guidelines for a regular series of IALL awards and investigate corporate sponsors. The Board hopes to both encourage further IALL participation with these awards, as well as to provide a more formal expression of appreciation to those extraordinary efforts by certain IALL members.

Don't look for a Board meeting at ACTFL this year. Instead, IALL will hold membership (and interested parties) get-togethers at ACTFL, TESOL, CALICO and AECT instead. See the Calendar of Events and columns from our Conference Reps for specifics about given conferences.

And last, but not least, FLEAT II is now fast approaching. We hope you submitted a proposal, and that whether presenting or not, you can find the means to join us in Japan for this exciting meeting.